
Plumbing Instructions     
Be sure electrical wiring to disposer is disconnected from power.  

Be sure circuit breakers are turned off before installing. And be sure to wear safety glasses. 

Remove mounting hardware                     Put lip into mounting seal*                             Attach clamp            
 

    Insert drain lip into seal                                   Attach clamp

Helpful tips for an easy install:
Liquid dish soap can be used as a seal lubricant prior to the  lip 
insertion. (Never use oil or grease)

Push or pull the drain or disposer to stretch the rubber seal to 
stretch it, then drop the back end in.

The clamp is designed to attach if seal is seated properly. Gently 
wiggle disposer and drain to seat the seal.

Start one side of clamp and make sure it is 
seated properly, A properly seated seal looks like this
(Notice how close the clamp is to the seal), then close 
the other side.

Make sure no paint or sound pads are touching
the clamp or seal. If they do scrape the paint  
and cut that part of pad away.

*For added leverage, place the base of the disposal in the palm of 
your hand and put that elbow on the floor of the cabinet. The other 
hand guides the throat and lip into the rubber mounting seal.
      

Once disposal is attached, follow 
the disposal manufacturer’s  
instructions and safety precautions 
for attaching plumbing, electrical 
power, and operation.

Drain fitting is ready for drain 
plumbing to be attached.

Plug sink and fill with water to test 
for leaks.

PermaClean Drain System   

                                     There are 4 disposer brackets on the US market.
                                      3 of those disposers have the same 
                                      lip when their brackets are removed.

                         The other disposer mount uses an adapter.
The adapter's lip slips into the  mounting seal 

and is attached with a clamp as above. 
If adapter is needed, contact us and we will ship at no charge

PermaClean Drain System is not designed to fit Batch Feed Disposals. 
But there is one; the Waste King 9000 series batch feed disposer.

If any questions, call tech support at 1-513-277-0491 or visit our web site at 
www.LenovaSinks.com 
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